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Experimental Verification of Impact Absorbing Property of Wire Driven Joint with Synthetic Fiber Rope

Takuma Yabuta\textsuperscript{1}, Hiroyuki Nabae\textsuperscript{1}, Koichi Suzumori\textsuperscript{1} and Gen Endo\textsuperscript{1}

Abstract—In a quadruped robot, the impact force applied to the leg mechanism by falling or stepping over is a problem that may cause damage to the mechanism. Therefore, various systems to increase impact resistance have been studied. In order to have high impact resistance, there are methods to withstand the impact by using a high-rigidity drive system, such as hydraulic cylinders which is heavy and large, or methods to absorb it by control using back-drivable actuators which is low energy efficient for quadruped robot. On the other hand, various series elastic actuators have been studied, which can absorb impact. Meanwhile, we have been studying synthetic fiber wire drive system. Synthetic fiber wire drive system is inherently lightweight, and can handle actuator arrangement freely. Also, synthetic fiber rope has elasticity, and if the elongation of the wire is measured and the force is estimated by its elastic characteristic, impact absorption and torque control can be performed. In this paper, we firstly compare the impact absorption of wire drive mechanism to that of harmonic drive mechanism as a typical reduction mechanism. For comparison, we build a 1 DoF link mechanism for both drive mechanism, and compare impact absorption by drop weight test. Then, a control to absorb the impact by measuring the elongation of the wire and estimating the force applied to the link is performed and evaluated with the link mechanism with fix axis replaced with a motor. The gain of position control was regulated by the estimated force applied to the link in order to back drive the motor and to absorb impact force. As the result, comparing with the harmonic drive link mechanism, the wire driven link mechanism can reduce impact force by approximatively 66%. Also, the impact force can be reduced by approximately 10% by the impact absorption system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quadruped robots have to survive high force impacts during operation, resulting from falling down of surfaces, jumping, and stepping over obstacles (Fig. 1). Therefore, various research is being conducted in the field of impact resistance of quadruped robots. In order to increase the impact resistance, high-rigidity drive systems and back-drivable actuators for impact absorption are being developed. An example of a high-rigidity drive system is a hydraulic cylinder, such as the one employed in TITAN-XI [1]. However, driving with hydraulic cylinders tends to increase the mass of the system, making it difficult to construct a compact robot. Examples of robots with back-drivable actuators include the hydraulic humanoid robot Hydra [2] and the quadruped robot MIT Cheetah [3], which combines an electric motor with a lower reduction speed ratio. However, the hydraulic systems are heavy, and the energy efficiency of electro motors are greatly reduced if they are equipped with a lower reduction speed ratio. In addition, the motor plus lower reduction speed ratio configuration always requires torque to maintain the posture, resulting in energy consumption when the quadruped robot is used as a stable scaffold. Therefore, various elastic actuators, such as the high reduction ratio electric actuator plus elastic element, have been studied [4] [5]. For example, the HEBI Robotics actuator unit X-Series Actuators [6] [7] implements a mechanism that absorbs impact by deformation of rubber installed in the final output stage. Furthermore, the deformation of the rubber element is also used for controlling the torque.

Meanwhile, we have been studying using a synthetic fiber rope drive system [8] [9]. The advantages of this type of drive system are that the actuator can be freely arranged, it is inherently lightweight, and that it can be easily and inexpensively replaced as a mechanical component. Fig. 2 shows an example of synthetic fiber wire drive system used in TITAN-XIII [10]. TITAN-XIII is a energy efficient quadruped robot with a low-inertia leg mechanism. We considered even if a new elastic element is not added, if the elasticity of a synthetic fiber wire can be utilized and its elongation by applied force can be measured, impact absorption and torque control can be performed like a series elastic actuator. Therefore, the goal of this research is to investigate the impact absorption characteristic and joint control with synthetic fiber wire drive system empirically. In this paper, the impact absorption of the synthetic fiber rope drive system is compared to a harmonic drive mechanism. Subsequently an impact absorption control method was developed and evaluated using the synthetic fiber rope elongation during impact.
II. COMPARISON EXPERIMENT BETWEEN WIRE DRIVE SYSTEM AND HARMONIC DRIVE SYSTEM

First, we evaluated to which extent the synthetic fiber rope drive system itself has impact-absorbing characteristics and compared this to other drive systems. For this purpose, it is compared with a harmonic drive which is typical reduction gear. Two different link mechanisms were manufactured: 1) a link mechanism with a synthetic fiber rope reducer /drive system and 2) a link mechanism with a harmonic drive system / reducer. Both link mechanisms are exerted to the same impacts and evaluated on the magnitude of the impact peak force measured by the load cell. From the impact peak force the impact absorption is calculated.

A. LINK MECHANISM

A one-degree-of-freedom link mechanism was fabricated in order to compare the impact absorption of the synthetic fiber rope drive system and the harmonic drive drive system, see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Synthetic fiber ropes made of Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE, Izanu, Hayami Industry Co.) were used for the wire drive system. UHMWPE was adopted for the wire drive mechanism because of its excellent repetitive bending durability [8] and high impact absorption [11]. The link mechanism is 85 mm in length and made of polyacetal. The reduction ratio in the force transmission from the link to the fixed shaft in both link mechanisms were set at 200.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A drop weight test was performed to measure the force applied to both link mechanism. Fig. 5 shows the conceptual diagram of the experimental setup. The orange circle indicates the fixed axis and the pink circle the link axis. The reduction gear shows the wire-pulley reducer, the gear head for both the wire-driven link mechanism and the harmonic drive and the timing belt-pulley reducer for the harmonic drive link mechanism. The impact was created by a 374 g weight which was dropped on the tip of link through guide-pipe from a height of 0.2 m. The load cell (CMM1-100K-CP, MinebeaMitsumi Inc.) was sandwiched between two aluminum plates. A linear motion guide was connected to the load cell to measure the force applied to the link mechanism. The output of the load cell was collected by a recorder (EDX-200A, KYOWA Electronic Instruments Co.), whose sampling frequency was set to 20 kHz, and whose low pass filter was set to 3 kHz.
C. RESULT

The impact experiment was carried out 5 times for each link mechanism. Fig. 6 shows impact experiment results of synthetic fiber rope drive system and harmonic drive system where $F_{\text{load}}$ is the force measured the load cell. The dotted line indicates impact force experienced by the synthetic fiber rope drive system and the solid line indicates the impact load as experienced by the harmonic drive system. The small periodic vibration measured before and after the impact is noise of the load cell. The blue circled peaks are the collision of weight, whereas the other peaks are the weight bouncing on the link mechanism and the aluminum plate on the load cell. Comparing the amplitude of the first and second impact force peaks, synthetic fiber rope drive system can absorb the impact faster than the harmonic drive system. The peak impact force of the synthetic fiber rope drive system was 157.4 N, whereas an impact force of approximately 467.0 N was measured in the harmonic drive system, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In other words, the synthetic fiber rope drive system is able to reduce the impact force by approximately 66% compared to the harmonic drive system.

III. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT OF IMPACT ABSORPTION CONTROL

In the previous section, the impact-absorbing characteristic of synthetic fiber wire drive system was evaluated. In an effort to further increase the impact-absorbing characteristic, we designed and evaluated an impact absorption control that changes the gain by the applied force based on the elongation of synthetic fiber rope during impact. The impact absorption control method is based on the elasticity of the synthetic fiber rope. For evaluating the applied force, we developed a link mechanism which can measure the elongation of the synthetic fiber rope drive system and the spring constant of the synthetic fiber rope.

A. LINK MECHANISM

For this experiment we reused the previously developed link mechanism, with one major alteration. Instead of the fixed axis, a geared motor was used, see Fig. 8. The motor (B7A1E9E33A2C, MAXON MOTOR) has gear head reduction ratio of 62, resulting in a total reduction ratio of the link mechanism of 124. The resolution of the encoder attached to the link axis is 0.18 deg and that of the motor pulley’s axis rotation is $1.42 \times 10^{-3}$ deg. For calculating wire stretch by rotation of both axes, we adjusted the rotation resolution of the motor pulley’s axis to 0.32 deg, to ensure that the resolution of the motor pulley axis is equal to that of the link axis.

B. MEASUREMENT OF SPRING CONSTANT

In order to estimate the force applied to the link by measuring the elongation of wire, it is necessary to know the spring constant of the UHMWPE rope in the mechanism. In order to determine the spring constant, we loaded and
unloaded weights on the link and measured the stretch of wire using the encoder. This experiment was repeated two times. In this experiment, a fixed axis was installed instead of the described motor. The stretch of wire, $\Delta l$, is calculated as follow:

$$\Delta l = -r_{mp}\theta_{mp} + r_{lp}\theta_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $r_{mp}$ is the radius mm of the motor pulley, $\theta_{mp}$ is the rotation angle rad of the motor pulley axis which was 0 deg at this time, $r_{lp}$ is the radius mm of the link pulley and $\theta_l$ is the rotation angle of the link axis.

The solid lines in Fig. 9 show a tension-stretch data of one of 2 measurement trials. We applied a tension of 150 N to the wire by hanging two weights with a mass of 5.14 kg on the link, 85 mm from its rotational center. The wire tension $T_w$ is given by

$$T_w = \frac{MgL_{lp}}{r_{lp}} + T_{init}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $M$ is mass [kg], $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $L_{lp}$ is the distance between hanging point on link and the rotation center [mm] and $T_{init}$ is initial tension [N] of wire. From Fig. 9, the hysteresis loop. The dotted magenta line in Fig. 9 illustrates the linear approximation of loading curve, and the dotted red line illustrates the linear approximation of unloading curve. As can be seen from the hysteresis loop, it is too difficult to measure force applied to the link by measuring elongation of wire with the encoders. Therefore, we decided to use the average slope of the loading and unloading cycle and use a linear approximation as wire spring constant for the mechanism to roughly estimate the applied force. The slope values of each measurement was calculated in the same way as illustrated above and are shown in Table I. From the table, an average spring constant of $1.74 \times 10^2$ N/mm was calculated.

![Fig. 9: Measurement of wire spring constant. The light blue line indicates measurement of loading weight, and the blue line indicates measurement of unloading weight.](image)

### Table I: Slope values [N/mm] of measurement data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>loading weight</th>
<th>unloading weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.69 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$1.39 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.33 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$1.56 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Values of Gains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_p$</th>
<th>$K_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. IMPACT ABSORPTION CONTROL METHOD

We designed impact absorption by regulating the gain based on the estimated force applied to the link, which in turn is estimated based on the previously deducted spring constant of the synthetic fiber rope. The force applied to the link is estimated from the difference between the link axis rotation angle (derived from the encoder value on the link axis) and the motor pulley axis rotation angle calculated with the encoder value on the motor and the spring constant, $k_{wire}$ as follow:

$$F_{link} = k_{wire}(r_{lp}\theta_l - r_{mp}\theta_{mp})\frac{L_{link}}{r_{lp}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $L_{link}$ is the length of the link (130 mm). For controlling the link angle, PI control was performed on the position, and the gain was regulated by multiplying the gain based on the force applied to the link. When the gain was calculated according to the estimated force, a dead zone of 35 N was provided for the force in consideration of the resolution of the encoders. The gain $G_f$ is calculated with the estimated force, $F_{link}$ as follow:

$$G_f = \begin{cases} 1 & (|F_{link}| < f_0) \\ \frac{1}{1 + H_p(|F_{link}| - f_0) + H_d \frac{88\text{deg}}{\text{s}} |F_{link} - f_0|} & (|F_{link}| > f_0) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $f_0 = 35$ N as dead zone, $H_p$ is proportional gain, and $H_d$ is derivative gain. The reason why the Eq. 4 was established is explained qualitatively. $H_p(|F_{link}| - f_0)$ is a proportional term. $H_d \frac{88\text{deg}}{\text{s}} |F_{link} - f_0|$ is a term related to the time variation of force. In order to reduce the impact peak force, the gain should become small before impact peak force is detected. Therefore, we considered that implementing the derivative term may regulate the gain quickly. Operation value, $U$ is computed with the gain, $G_f$, and PI position control as follow:

$$U = \left(K_p e(t) + K_i \int e(t) dt\right) G_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $K_p$ is the proportional gain for position, $e(t)$ is error value of position, and $K_i$ is the integral gain for position. The selected gains are illustrated in Table II. The other gains were experimentally determined using three control cases, see Table III. This method lets the link mechanism back drive by making the control input smaller by reducing rigidity of link, reducing the impact peak force.
TABLE III: Values of Gains for each experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_p$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1, 0.1, 0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_d$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01, 0.001, 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10: Obtained load cell data from the impact experiment. The blue circled peaks are the collision of weight.

D. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental setup is similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 5, with two major differences. Instead of fixed axis, the geared motor was installed, and the link length was changed to 130 mm. The impact force was delivered by a weight of 855 g that was dropped onto the link from a height of 0.2 m. The output of the load cell was collected by a recorder set at a 50 kHz sampling frequency and using 3 KHz low pass filter.

E. RESULT

The control frequency was set to 2 kHz. The experiment was repeated six times. Fig. 10 shows case 1 results where $F_{load}$ is the applied force measured with the load cell. The dotted line indicates the time history of the force measured by load cell with $H = 1$ and the solid line is the time history of the force measured by load cell with $H = 0.01$, and the blue circled peaks are the collision of weight. Because of bounding weight, there are large peaks after first peak. When comparing the amplitude of the impact peak forces, the system with a small gain can suppress the impact faster than the system with a large gain. The peak impact force of case 1 are shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, reducing the gain $H$, in turn reduces the impact peak force. The peak value of impact force increased to 171.6 N when $H$ was set to 0. That is because the motor driver (HB-UM-1XH-0814, HiBot Corporation) is only able to control a duty ratio of in between 95% and 5%. The result of case 2 and case 3 are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. According to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, changing $H_p$, as well as changing $H_d$ can reduce the peak of impact force by approximately 10%. Considering Eq. 4, when $H_p$ and $H_d$ are large, $G_f$ gets small. However, the results show that the largest impact force occured when $H_p$ and $H_d$ are the largest values. In case 1, the duty ratio was lower than 5% with $H_p = 1$ and $H_d = 0.01$.

IV. CONCLUSION

The impact absorption of the wire drive mechanism using synthetic fiber rope was compared to that of an harmonic drive mechanism. It was found that the wire drive mechanism reduced the impact force by approximately 66%. Subsequently, we implemented an impact absorption control method from the elongation to absorb the impact to the link mechanism and evaluated it. The control method reduced the impact force even further by approximately 10%. In the future, we will evaluate the relationship between the impact absorption and gear head versus wire-pulley reduction ratio. And we shall examine the applicability of the impact absorption.
Fig. 13: Average impact peak force versus the gain $H_d$ in case 3

absorption method to a quadruped robot driven by high tensile strength synthetic fiber ropes.
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